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Oue 1. Answer the followinqs:

1. Discuss the bond angle of CII+, NHs and [IzO molecule
2. Write a note on Werner's principles.

Or
L What is Sidgewick- Powell Theory? Explain the shape of PCls.

2. Explain Labile and inert complexes.

Oue 2. Answer th.e followinss:

1. Explain: Eigen value, Eigen Function and Eigen equation.

2. What is an operator? Explain different type of Operators.

Or
1. Explain: Normalized and Orthogonal Functions

2. Derive Hamiltonian operators for Hz* (Z=l) and He (Z:2)

Oue 3. Answer.the followinss:

1. Explain rules of R-S nomenclature by giving suitable examples.

2. Discuss the Conformational analysis of n-butane.

Or
1. Discuss the optical isomerism of Lactic acid

2. Discuss the Conformational analysis of Ethane with their order of stability.

Oue 4. Answer the followinss:

1. Derive equations of f)egree of hydrolysis (o) and PH for the solution of salt of weak

Acid and strong Base.

2. Calculate no. of cr particles and B particles during the following Radioactive decay:

(i) eeru232 --+ **R""0 (ii) e2u238 --+ s2pb206

Or
1. Define Moiar conductance and calculate the molar conductance of 0.02 M aqueous-Solution

of an electrolyte. (Its resistance is 200 ohm and cell constant is 0.9 cm'l )
2. Explain Soddy's Group Displacement Law with suitable illustration .
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Oue 5. MCOS

1. BeFz is molecule.

(A)Linear (B)Trigonal plane (c)Tetrahedral (D)pentagonal

2. Which one is paramagnetic?

(A) tNi(co)41 (B) [Fe(CN)6] 
-a 

(C) tNi(cN)41 
-2 

(D) [COF6]-3

3. Electron released from metals by incident radiation is called as . .. . ....

(A) Ionization (B) photoelectric effect (C) Crystallization (D) Radioactivity

4. Which one is the correct statement?

(A) Hermitian operator is non linear and has invalid Eigen value

(B) Commutator means the multiplication with one

(C) Hermitian operator is nonlinear and has real Eigen value

(D) Hermitian operator is linear and has real Eigen value

5. How many loan pair electrons in 13 llliisdine ion)

(A) 3 (B) 6 (c) 12 (D) ls
6. Alkenes show geometric isomerism due to .....

(A) Asymmetry (B) Rotation around single bond

(c) Resonance (D) Reskicted rotation around double bond

7. Stability order of conformers of cyclohexane is....

(A) Chair> Twist boaP Boat>half chair (B) Chair> Boat> Twist Boat>half chair

(C) Boat>half chair >Chair> Twist boat (D) Chair> half chair> Boat> Twist Boat

8. PH of l0'8 M HCI solution is ..........
(A)8 (B)7
(C) Slightly less than 7 (D) Slightly more than 7

9. Which radio active element was discovered by Becquerel?

(A)Thorium (B) Uranium (c) polonium (D) Radium
10. Unit of Specific conductance is ?

(A)ohm-rcm'rmol-1 (B) ohm-tcm-reqvt-r (c) ohm'rcm-r (D) given arl

(10)
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